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The idea that the United States is an exceptional nation is as
old ;s the country itself. Most variants of this concept trumpet the
spec al uniqueness of America. Chauvinists from Hector St.John de
Crei ecoeur to Alexis de Tocqueville to Theodore Roosevelt to Louis
Har to Newt Gingrich have portrayed America as as an expansive
and inclusive democracy, an efficient and flourishing economy, and
a su rerior and exemplary civilization, alone in a world either cor-
rupl ed by Old World aristocracy, blighted by uncivilized hordes,
imp -riled by totalitarian Communism, stifled by big government, or
con aminated by miscegenating multiculturalism. In every case, a
SUP] iosedly exclusively American trait-diversity, religiosity, local
den ocracy, individualism, liberalism, social mobility-has set the
natim apart from, and above, all others.

Of course, variants of American exceptionalism exist on the
left too. Here, America is unique not for what it is, but for what it
lad s: a socialist tradition, a labor party, and/or a strong labor
rna ·ement. Many of the characteristics that chauvinists celebrate as
evicence of American greatness are precisely those that left critics
larr ent, and cite as the reasons America has no socialism-the lack
of a feudal past, individualism, liberalism, religiosity, the frontier. Yet
the left often adds another item to its balance sheet of American
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exceptionalism: race. The argument is straightforward: the £meri-
can labor and socialist movements have been crippled by the racial
divisions wi thin the American working class. I t seems undenial: Ie, ye t
few explanations of American exceptionalism (why there is \0 so-
cialism in the United States) have made race so central to their
analysis as Michael Goldfield's The Color of Politics: Race a. id the
MainsjJTings of American Politics.

For Goldfield, racial division has been the Achilles' heel. If [he
American left, "the key to unraveling the secret of American t I(cep-
tionalism." (p. 30) Indeed, race has been "much more." "Ra: e has
been the central ingredient, not merely in undermining soli. larity
when broad struggles have erupted, not merely in dividing wo ke-rs,
but also in providing an alternative white male nonclass worl. lview
and structure of identity that have exerted their force during both
stable and confrontational times. It has provided the everyday fl ame-
work in which labor has been utilized, controlled, and exploit-d by
those who have employed it. And race has been behind many ( f the
supposed principles of American government (most notably s atcs'
rights) that are regarded as sacred by some people today." (p.: 0)

To make his case for the centrality of race in American pol tical
development, Goldfield reinterprets American political histor- as a
series of crucial turning points, historical intersections at which race
set the direction of politics and from which the system of ricial
domination was created and perpetuated (albeit in continual y al-
tered form and content). These turning points were the late sc ven-
teenth-century creation of racial slavery, the American Revolu ion,
the Civil War and Reconstruction, the "System of 1896," and the
Great Depression and the New Deal. Heightened class conflict < har-
acterized each turning point, creating real opportunity and cftcn
real progress for black and white workers. Yet, in every case, rr.cial
division determined that the ruling classes would ultimately triumph
over the working classes.

Throughout his retelling of U.S. history, Goldfield places the
interplay of race and class at the center of his story. In his intro luc-
tion, he critiques attitudinal, psychological, and cultural expl rna-
tions of race, and insists upon "the class and economic roots of r: cial
formation and systems of racial oppression." Then, as he works
through the history, he tries to expose these roots and the poisor ous
fruit they ultimately sprout. He does a magnificent job sketching the
class context-the balance of class forces-in which each of his
critical political struggles take place, setting each successive con .est
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within the race and class configuration left by the previous struggle.
Then he demonstrates in devastating fashion how various economic
and J .olitical elites mobilized racial division in support of higher
profi 5 and their own social and poli tical power. Finally, he shows how
the c utcorne of each struggle-always lost by the working class,
partie ularly the black working class-reconfigured and reinforced
the s' stems of racial and class domination.

Because most of his own original research is on the period since
the I epression, Goldfield draws on the best materialist social and
polit cal history for his arguments in the five chapters that cover the
three hundred years prior to the Great Depression. In almost all cases
he is well-served. For example, Edmund Morgan, Theodore Allen,
and ]sarbara Fields have persuasvely argued that the system of racial
slave 'y emerged out of the class conflicts between colonial Virginia
toba. co planters and their predominantly white indentured ser-
vants , not from the racist minds of English settlers. Planters switched
frorr white servants to black slaves as a means of social control of
their white workers-a classic example of divide-and-conquer. By
dille -entiating legally and socially between white and black labor,
sorn. thing they had rarely done before the emergence of class
conf ict in the 1670s (much of it interracial), the planters divided
the i vork force, created a white identity, and used that identity to
estal.lish a "social buffer between the ruling classes and the most
expl iited laborers" (p. 43). As a result, within about a decade from
the nid-1670s to the mid-1680s, the Virginia work force had been
tr.m .forrned from two-thirds white servants to two-thirds black slaves.
In tl e process, the meanings of blackness and whiteness were created
in A nerica.

Having established the origins of race and racism, the rest of
Goh lfield's sweeping history focuses on the evolution of race and
clas., the constant and intertwined reconfigurations of white su-
pre] :lacy and ruling-class power. The struggles of the working classes,
hlac k and white, constitute the heart of the story, but so, too, does
the iolitical and economic power of elites. In Goldfield's story of the
Am, -rican Revolution, which draws mostly on the writing of Jesse
Len.isch, Marcus Rediker, and Donald Robinson, working-class
mol IS, often interracial and composed of seamen, artisans, journey-
mel I, and even slaves, constituted a real force pushing the emerging
nat on toward an ticolonial rebellion. The working classes even
sha ied the struggle over who should rule at home once they had
hel led win the battle of home rule.
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Because he is so keen to stress the role of race , Goldfield s1resses
the role of seamen, one of the very few interracial workforces at the
time, while ignoring far more influential lower-class struggl< s like
Shays' Rebellion and the bread riots in Philadelphia in the 17t Os.In
any case, the planters and merchants who led the fight again st the
British wielded enough power and influence to win ratification of
the Consti tution, thereby committing the nation to racial slave: yand
bourgeois rule. That the American working class, black and, /hite,
was formed under these two yokes determined much of the out .orne
of subsequen t struggles-the failure of the Civil War and Recon .truc-
tion to achieve an interracial redistribution of economic and] .oliti-
cal power, the inability oflabor and Populist struggles to prevent (he
imposition of Jim Crow, the failure of the Congress of Iridt strial
Organizations to build viable interracial unionism and organi. e the
millions of black and white workers in the South, and the faih re of
the Civil Rights Movement to alleviate the disproportionate eco-
nomic suffering of African-Americans.

In explaining the major events of American political de, elop-
ment, Goldfield pays close attention not just to class and race, l ut to
party. His interest is to explain the sustained power of the Ame .ican
ruling class in both its economic and political forms. In additi. .n to
divide-and-conquer strategies, elites mobilized the rhetoric of e lual-
ity, democracy, and justice to enshrine governmental principle- and
structures that perpetuated racial and class division. Federalism 5ave
localities and states the ability to violate the civil and economic r ghts
of black workers under the guise of local democracy. The stru. ture
of the Senate, justified by the principle of the equality of states, save
disproportionate power to Southern Senators and allowed then not
only to maintain their regional racist course but to commit the
nation to the same path. Such principles and structures legitirr ized
the racist practice of American political parties, most obvious y in
the long history of the Democratic Party in the South. They also
delineated the boundaries of rhetoric and program within w rich
national and local political debate took place, the terms black and
white workers would have to use to make their political claims. 1ven
today, as Goldfield shows, national politics is still dominated )y a
white racist coalition in which both parties use thinly veiled r: cial
appeals to attract votes. Whereas the rallying cry used to be st. tes'
rights, today white politicians win elections by railing against aff rm-
ative action, welfare, and immigration. In each case, a suppos- -dly
democratic principle-equality of opportunity, merit, national; cul-
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tural ntegrity-is mobilized in the cause of race (and class) oppres-
sion.

Nith his discussion of the Civil War and Reconstruction, Gold-
field introduces the organized labor movement, showing conclu-
sively how itfailed to recognize the political imperative and potential
to or: ;'anize black labor in the South during the decades after Eman-
cipat on. What Goldfield generously labels "obtuseness, neglect,
[and ignorance" (p. 138) toward black workers has characterized
the A merican labor movement during its entire history. Of this there
can I e no doubt. But is racism to blame for labor's infirmity? This
ques ion is the key to Goldfield's argument.

In each of his turning points, he demonstrates how elites
moblized race to protect their political and economic power. He is
parti .ularly persuasive (following V. O. Key, Ira Katznelson, and
othes) in demonstrating the political power of the Southern ruling
class and its ability to impose racist policy on a national basis. Yet why
do " hite workers and their unions follow along every time? What
expl iins their "obtuseness"? Why did Southern white workers ulti-
mate ly abandon interracial populism for white supremacy and Jim
Crov? Why did the Socialist Party only offer "benign neglect" (p.
1,1) toward black workers? Why did white workers accede to the
CIO s retreat from racial and class militancy? These questions are
part cularly difficult, since, as Goldfield shows, such "neglect" often
ran 'ounter to the material interests of white workers. For example,
he ( ismisses the notion that white workers achieve any real, long-
tern benefit from racism by arguing that the failure of white workers
to u lite with black workers in the South is largely responsible for
thei ' lower wages. Rather than gaining from racism, they have been
hur by it. So why do they do it?

Goldfield never makes working-class consciousness a central
thei re of his argument. He never investigates rank-and-file activity
or < ttitudes, so his answer is never complete. But he does provide
qui! e a bit of evidence to suggest that working-class racism is the
rest It of weak class consciousness and a feeble labor movemen t. This
firs: becomes apparent when he discusses the potential for the
abo .itiori of slavery during the democratic upheaval of the Revolu-
tior : "If abolition were to have come at the time of the Revolution,
it w iuld have had to be pressed more fully by the lower classes rather
tha 1 the elites. Yet, their forces were ultimately too weak and their
clas s demands on many other issues as well as emancipation were not
weI enough defined or forcefully enough presented to be a major
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factor in the outcome of important policy debates." (p. 67) In other
words, because Revolution-era working classes lacked unit) con-
sciousness, and power, they could not and would not fig It for
abolition.

This link between class weakness and racism become- even
more clear in Goldfield's discussion of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations, particularly in his deft and devastating critique rf the
CIO leadership during the 1930s and 1940s. This analysis of the CIO,
developed more fully elsewhere (in Goldfield's previous article sand
a forthcoming book on Operation Dixie), forcefully and, in mx view,
correctly challenges virtually all of the historical literature 0 1 the
subject, and it is the most compelling part of the book.

As he shows, the CIO, from its beginning, combined "1 road
class, insurgent, solidaristic perspectives" with "narrow, cau ious,
racially divisive, sectoral approaches." (p. 220) On the one har d, its
left-led unions, including those in packinghouse, food and tob icco,
farm equipment, metal mining, maritime, transport, and longs lore,
often employed innovative tactics and insisted on interracial 0 'gan-
izing. These unions were hardly perfect, often vacillating on both
race and class questions. Yet within the CIO wing of the abor
movement, they generally exhibited the highest degree of race
consciousness, often putting the particular needs of black work. rs-
such as equal wages and job upgrades-at the forefront of the r list
of demands. They also demonstrated the highest degree of class
consciousness, insisting on the inevitability of class conflict the
necessity of rank-and-file mobilization, the utility of union de noc-
racy, and the centrality of left-wing political activism. Within the
opening created by the critical turning point of the New Deal, they
represented the best hope for racial equality and working- :lass
power.

On the other hand, the CIO contained unions that, if they had
ever used innovative mass tactics, quickly abandoned them in f wor
of bureaucratic and corporatist strategies. Such unions, inclue ling
those in auto, steel, rubber, garment, and textile, pursued regul ited
relations with employers, one-party internal union politics, ar d a
close relationship with the Democratic Party. Accepting the hel ) of
employers and the government, these business unions came to
dominate the CIO, with dire consequences for the labor moven ent
in general and black workers in particular. As Goldfield summanzes,
"it was the growing domination of this conservative thrust that was
to undermine the power of the labor movement and stall the po en-
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tial f( .r a more thorough racial transformation." (p. 220) Further-
more, the dual retreat of the labor leadership-from class and racial
rnilit; ncy-paved the way for the eventual decline of the labor
move ment and prevented the civil rights movement from becoming
a 010 'e general working-class movement.

ln another important and innovative analysis, Goldfield dern-
onstr ues how the mobilization of black workers during the 1930s
and] 940s prepared the way for the civil righ ts struggles in the 1950s.
This nobilization highlighted the failures of the labor leadership to
cons, -lidate and extend the gains of the 1930s and 1940s. The CIO's
weak and racist attempt to organize the South in Operation Dixie,
its su rport for the Democratic Party still burdened by Southern racist
lead. rship, and its pursuit of labor peace all weakened the ability of
blacl workers to expand their civil rights struggles, reduced the
poss bility for interracial political mobilization, and legitimated the
whit" backlash that characterizes present-day American politics.

Goldfield's analysis of the CIO seems to suggest that its poor
reco -d on race is the result of its weak class consciousness. The
unic ns with the best racial practices were the most militant, mobi-
Iizec , and class conscious. The least militant and class conscious had
the v.orst racial practices. This appears to contradict Goldfield's own
argL ment that racism is to blame for the weakness of the American
labo -movement. Instead, his evidence suggests that the weakness of
the _vmerican labor movement is to blame for its racism.

He makes the same argument when explaining white workers'
SUP] .ort for massive resistance to the civil rights movement in the
Sou h in the late 1950s and for opposi tion to affirmative action today.
Of massive resistance, he says, "Without a class-based alternative,
lowi r-income whites were inclined and aggressively encouraged to
blar Ie African-Americans for their problems." (p. 306) On the
opp isition to affirmative action:
Tne reason that so many whites can be mobilized against affirmative action is
si.nj Ie. Although cases of so-called reverse discrimination are few, the decline in
livin ~-standards and the contraction of job prospects for a large percentage of
the .opulation are quite real. As has been true historically in this country, the
polircal alternatives are stark. One can attempt to understand the broad eco-
norr ic trends and organize for more justice, greater union organization, and a
larg: r safety net. This puts people in sharp conflict with the most powerful forces
in tl e country. Or one can pick a scapegoat. When collective organization is
wea- , the latter alternative is the one usually tried. (p. 344)

In a way, this is simple logic. Consider the different levels of
clas ., consciousness. Workers who insist upon mobilizing on a craft
bas s are said to possess a limited class consciousness in comparison
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to those who recognize the necessity of mobilizing on an industrial
basis. The same goes for race. A truly class-conscious workinj class
would not be racist.

Of course, Goldfield would be right to argue that the SYSI ern of
racial domination gave workers the racist option in the first ilace,
that class and race were mutually reinforcing: class weakness Ie iding
to racism leading to continued class weakness. But he does so I arelv,
for this is not the same as saying that racism is to blame for Arne rica's
exceptionally weak left and labor movement-a pivotal argurnoni of
the book. As a result, on this point, his argument overtake s his
evidence.

Goldfield's unwillingess to draw the conclusions from h 5 evi-
dence derives in part from his failure to investigate working class
consciousness. Workers' material interests are not "long-term' (:;;0-

cialism) and "short-term" (racism). Nor can their interests I e re-
moved from the political, economic, social, cultural, and intelle :tual
context in which workers find themselves. Within the Arne 'ican
context, racism has been, and continues to be, in the rna erial
interest of white workers. It makes sense, not just in the psycholo ~ical
sense of finding a scapegoat to justify their own irrational beh ivior
(the liberal explanation of racism), but in achieving their socia and
economic goals (whether rational or irrational). In this way, rai ism,
like individualism, sexism, business unionism, or interracial sol dar-
ity, is a strategy. Its appeal and efficacy depend upon the ends de ired
and the obstacles to overcome. These ends and obstacles are shrpcd
by many historical developments, but in America, the intense, 010-

petition of the capitalist labor market, the struggle for poll tical
resources and power, and the fight for social and cultural pres, na-
tion and dominance, have all made racism a viable and pre -ven
strategy. Goldfield is absolutely correct that the lack of a class-b ised
alternative makes racism all the more attractive as a means for
(white) group success, an argument he could develop much ill are.
But it is precisely this lack that theories of American exceptiona ism
attempt to explain. Thus, we are back where we started.

In his insistence on seeing racism as the primary caus : of
American working-class weakness, Goldfield risks making the s une
mistake he warns against in his introduction: becoming ahistor cal.
Rather than something that must be explained (and might we]! be
explained by working-class weakness), race becomes the deu: ex
machina that floats through history explaining the successive fail I ires
of working-class struggle. He is forced into this largely because he
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dismi sses all the other explanations for American exceptionalism
offered by the left since Marx. While some may be worthy of
dism ssal, others are not: the historic strength of American capital,
the s' .cial and political force of agrarians, the power of the Ameri-
can S .ate, and the successive waves of immigration, to name just
four. While these historical developments must themselves be
accoi mted for, they help explain the weakness of the American
left a nd how race and racism-along with individualism, sexism,
craft unionism, and other divisive strategies-made such an im-
port; nt contribution to that weakness.

In the end, if Goldfield does not explain just what makes the
Un.itd States exceptional, he does demonstrate that race is an
impc rtan t part of the answer. He convincingly illustrates the central-
ity o ' race to American political development. His argument is
parti :ularly strong in explaining how "the system of racial domina-
tion has been central to the economic interests of an important
segrr ent of the U.S. ruling class." (p. 350) Indeed, the strength of
his I- ook is its detailed explication of how elites have created, per-
petu ited, and manipulated racial division as part of a strategy,
cons :ious and unconscious, for class rule. Goldfield is absolutely
righ , therefore, to expose the racist hypocrisy of so much of Ameri-
can iolitical rhetoric and practice, and to argue for the importance
of rz cial egalitarianism in any struggle for a just society.

General, your tank is a mighty machine.
It Shatters the forest and crushes a hundred men.
But it has one defect:
It needs a driver.

-Bertolt Brecht




